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Avant tous le coint.
Arrival in Dakar, Airport, 20 Euro “stolen” and changed for 6.500 Sefa (the half)
First day (as long as a month).
I change 50 Euro for 32.500 Sefa.
From the boutique there’s no commission, I give 10.000 Sefa to Nanà as a begin and 1000 tip to Mariam.
Anyway, considering that the first day seemed to me as long as a month, I didn’t spend so much… the whole 50 Euro I changed in the morning are gone.
To sum up the day: in the morning we went to the dentist, Tonia says he’s got toothache. The dentist’s surgery is in a mess, naturally, I don’t know how to describe it with words, it takes a photo reportage. The only clean thing was the dentist, in white coat and latex gloves and so on as usual in Africa.
We sit in the waiting room and they give us a number, there are many people, but the doctor is very quick and let us in in a minute, Tonia is well known, and in view of his handicap they spare him the queue. He sit down at an easy chair, and while examining him, the dentist pulls out two teeth to another patient in a second. Pulling out a tooth is 1000 Sefa, (65 cent.) (a taxi-drive to the dentist costs 1000 Sefa).
Anyway he visits him and says that there’s nothing he can do for now and gives him three different medicines, antibiotics and other undetermined. And he says to come back on Monday (today is Wednesday).
Visit and medicines – 1000 Sefa; we come back home ad talk for a while, after the ritual Thiebu-dieun (rice with fish). Tonia has a flick of energy and saying “beat the iron ‘til it’s hot” makes me preparing to go looking for musicians.
He doesn’t eat practically nothing, but as compensation he gulps half a bottle of gin. It’s only the beginning of a day characterised by freedom and alcoholism. The day will end at seven in the morning.
But let’s go further…  ¥
Taxi (2000 Sefa); we come back to search for a Tonia’s friend in (Saint) Baba Maal studio, he’s not there, he’s working at the elementary school next door.
We seek information and after some tours the aforementioned school results unfindable, and the taxi leave us in front of a bar. Tonia has “disguised” himself, he says that he likes being always different, now he has my jacket (Nunzio’s) and a cloth cap. We sit and order two huge beers… Finally, I say.
I had a dreadful thirst.
Little by little the natives begin to notice and celebrating him. 
He takes me apart sometimes and he makes me notice things, he wants to be my master of style. Of course he says right things, but fundamentally he’s looking for confirmation of his notoriety.
The first two beers: cool…Now Matar is with us, musician, singer, dancer, slightly delinquent, but pleasant and surely a fan of Tonia.
Two beers more 
Someone else arrives and tells me he was Tonia’s pupil when he was soldier, much more delinquent than Matar, he gives us two ‘66’ beers and gives a pair of glasses to Tonia. I have to play a bit and a vocal show takes place, in our honour.
We manage to buzz off with difficulty  around seven p.m.(I pay two beers 1300) Taxi (2000 Sefa) Way to the University, next there there’s a nightclub.
It’s very expansive, one beer costs 1500 Sefa, we take one and someone says it has to last until ten then we move in front of the stage and with the last 1500 Sefa we get another round.
I’m a bit worried but he explains me the tactic: surely we’ll be invited to perform by the orchestra and, as usual in Africa, we’ll receive a symbolic tip for the service, Tonia says at least 5000 Sefa…OK
Got a seat in the front row but he tells me he must go take a leak, every movement costs him a bestial strain, he’s got all the right part of his body as dead, he drags his leg, he can hardly stand and the right arm is useless and all ankylosed.
Now and then to be quicker I pick him into my arms.
We go to greet the musicians, the band is very good and professional, two guitars, bass, drums, percussions and voice.
The two guitarists look immediately like good people, they celebrate Tonia and tell me that if I manage to do something for him I’ll do a very good favour to the whole Senegal.
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The concert starts at last, they play pentatonic, i.e. everything on a scale, the F# one, the worst scale to play on violin, anyway there’s something you can play.
We’re at the table with a truly distinguished interested gentleman, that gives us a beer.
Once ended the first part of the concert we come to an agreement with the, not at all nice, singer and he says we can open the second part playing with his group.
Well, I make a gig, meanwhile they seat Tonia onstage.
My mikey works well, Tonia’s a bit stained by alcohol but sings divinely.
We play also Guantanamera, the public is quite refined, mainly dolled up, blacks and whites.
There’s also a Calabrian Italian woman that stays in Milan, nice, in Senegal for over a year and she looks after the children on the street.
The expected 5000 Sefa tip won’t come, people are too refined and possibly frightened by the nightclub, they don’t follow the tradition (usually in Africa musicians are hired by one family, but paid by everyone, according to worth and to the fun they can provoke, overnight everybody present get near the musician and give him some money – 500, 1000, 2000, hardly more).
We’re left alone, the guitarists go, and I get convinced for a while that Tonia has received the tip, maybe for pride, maybe for his drunkness. But his pockets are penniless as mine. OK! When I get aware of it I go and explain the problem to the owner. Quite angry, after scolding Tonia, he gives us 2000 Sefa for taxi.
But I’m pissed off too, surely Tonia doesn’t deserve to be reproved by a money bags-pimp.
Tricky situation, Tonia’s drunk by this time and I have to carry him outside in my arms.
He needs to piss, he can’t wait and pisses in the street in front of the taxi driver that helps us kindly.
At least we leave, 2000 Sefa are not enough, 500 are lacking but it’s the same.
They speak Wolof and of course I’ve got no idea where Tonia’s taking me.
This is the right quarter, but not the right house.
2:30 p.m. I’m in a stinking suburban discotheque.
Beer…I’m full, I’ve had pretty enough of it and I look fed up, I can’t go on like this for a month.
A big tall man approaches us, then another one, bigger and taller – if possible. One has a kind face, the other so so. They’re two Senegalese catch-as-catch-can champions, one throws the people in, the other throws them out.
‘Kind face’ stays with us, talking with Tonia, after the second beer I take him apart to explain the situation.
Fortunately he’s kind and a friend of the family and after a while he calls a friend that takes us home. It’s five, Tonia talks nonsense, once home he takes on with his wife, starting a litany that’ll end early morning at seven.
I’m a bundle of nerves and try to sleep but, being in bed next to Tonia, it’s useless.
Every now and then I try to calm him down, around six a.m. I speak to him directly in Italian, trying to hypnotise him: dormi - dormi - dormi - dormi - dormi - …… Meanwhile we begin to feel the life shaping for the new day. Prayers from the mosque loudspeaker, the bleatings of a million rams, the people in the street the squeaking catarrhal cars, the children, the flies, the stereos, and despite my sensibility to noises finally I catch some sleep and make it mine.
¥¥  It’s Sunday, I haven’t written ‘til now but I try to sum up, I’m used up, stained up whited up and I’m trying to make order to remember the events (it seems like I lost one day).
During the afternoon two relatives of Tonia, twins, makes us a visit.
They’re musicians percussionists and got a darling look. We discuss the situation a long time, I notice they’re studying me to test my intentions.
I explain them that I kept Tonia in my heart since I met him during my first journey in 2004 and I want to do something for him but I’m alone and I’ve got no money and no organisation behind me, I got some ideas but at the time I’m studying what to do. Everybody tells don’t worry, they’ve got food, with or without me, I don’t have to give money all the time and we’ll try to manage something together… WoW
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Nené, Tonia’s sister, tells me now I’m one of the family and she’ll be a sister to me.
I get ready, I’m invited at the twin’s home, meanwhile I think at what I can do with them, my very first idea was to do acoustic music, sweet and not much percussions, but they’re percussionist and Nanà tells me that it would be better if the project remains a matter of the family.
Well, then we can make a CD of percussions-school, in Italy there’s a chronic lacking of rhythm and it may work out.
When home they show me their photograph albums and I find out they’re musicians of a high level, they toured Europe and America playing with Baba Maal, gee, much more international than me, moving in my own, or underground folk…
So much the better…they’re often touring Belgium, Holland, I see shots of them in Norway, immersed in the snow, surprises never end!
They even made plenty of percussion courses in Europe and at home.
There’s also Amadou, playing Huddu, a little traditional guitar.
I make him listen the two pular pieces I learnt in 2004.
In three years of study I didn’t manage to mark the time of their pieces, but having played them around all the way I succeed to make them straight, receiving immediately their approval.
I even succeed to insert a tune on one of their pieces, the Apulian pizzica, it sounds very afro and goes very well on a Huddu part.
The twins are also masseurs, they tell me that being twins brings the power of healing, I explain my problem, it’s a year and a half that I suffer of an inflammation at the left arm and I get immediately a massage, they tell me I must pay them but no problem, if they knew how much I spent at home for my elbow they would slap me in the face.
Husseinou the darker twin massage me and assures me that in a week the pain will go away, I’m disbelieving, you bet!!! I give him 2000 Sefa and tell him that if the pain fades I’ll give him much more…Inshalla, we’ll see…
¥¥
First party and first concert for me. Members of the group: Hassan, Jembè soloist, Husseinu tam tam, three large drums leant on the ground, Amadou on Huddu, someone more at the accompaniment Jembè, me at the violin and Alassane at voice.
The equipment sucks, it buzzes, and volumes are impossible, but the family is partying and wants the whole neighbourhood to know it, the volume is pumping over the top, speakers keep croaking and hissing but party is booming, everybody dances, old women dash off in a bone-breaking dance, it’s unbelievable, music has a fundamental importance and good performances are applauded and the musician’s handsomely paid.
Traditionally the musical genre is pular, but the musicians with which I play are able to play various genres, mandingo, wolof, etc. A musician can hardly ever manage to learn different traditions, without having it at hand, but they tell me that if you have to work today.
. . .
For example I’ve got two groups, one traditional from south Italy, one Provençal, modern but sung in langue d'oc, another one in Piedmontese, but arranged with non traditional instruments, and with many original songs, my group that is a hotchpotch of genres Provençal, 
Balkan, Flamenco, Celtic and Mediterranean in general, another one of Songs etc…Of course it would be better to specialise in one, two genres at most, you manage to go/get deeper and learn all the small things that distinguish them.
But what shall you do? I’m not a traditional musician, I’ve become a musician for passion, but nobody taught me nothing, I’ve studied from LPs, stealing here and there.
¥¥ Singers follow one upon the other and each one receives money but the one in charge is the leading singer, to which the mike comes back always.
I keep being presented as the violinist come from Italy to help Tonia and every time I must remember to thank him, to remember everybody as well that Tonia needs mostly their help, I’ll stay in Africa for a month but it’s the people that must look after him and love him.
Party’s over, musicians exhausted and everyone happy to sleep.
Tonia stayed home, after the last night binge he’s in pieces.
Next engagement tomorrow morning at 11 o’ clock at twins’ home.
The day looms heavy, two concerts are expected, late afternoon and evening.;
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¥¥  This morning I present myself punctual and without Tonia as well, concerts take place far away and it would be too difficult for him.
There are two more musicians, one Mauritanian at the wrecked guitar and the other a singer.
Outdoors two cars and two drivers wait for us.
Two o’clock we leave, taking alternative roads to avoid traffic jam, but after some time in the maze-like suburbs of Dakar the two cars to run aground …I roll up my sleeves to give a hand, the first car is light and it gives no problems, but ours is a 70’ies Mercedes, heavy and there’s nothing to do about, my arm aches and I give ‘one hand’ especially I take a look around, I rummage in the trash and find a solution, a nice cloth bag to set under the wheels to get a grip.
It’s a good idea and everybody is surprised by a white man that can teach them something, I find them a bit ‘belittled’, but my idea works and in a while we’re out of trouble.
Bien, it’s important for me managing to be useful and being not a dead weight.
¥¥
Nice spot, suburb is cleaner than downtown, you see it from the sand on the streets and from houses, they keep being poor and bare, but newer and less exploited.
The stage is big, there are piles of enormous speakers, the mixer is European but they are unable to use it and for the umpteenth time my mike is useless… anyway…
Excellent concert, I’m asked to cheer everybody and it’s in this occasion that I forget thanking Tonia and remembering his name to everybody…I’ll try to do something better next time.
Around nine we go to another place, here technicians are hostile, they ask me money to plug my mike to their equipment, but my friends convince them, and after a struggle I succeed to amplify.
The fact is that they don’t believe I can play decently their music, it’s a honour being at their party and I might pay them.
Notwithstanding the explanations of my friends the technicians don’t believe me and sit me down with difficulty, one of them will sit on my left on the arm of the chair all the concert long to test my ability and I take advantage to pose my aching arm on his thigh.
After some pieces I see their eyes flashing, I really sound like a pular!! And I allow myself to beating their heads with my bow.
The long concert day has ended.
We’re at home candlelight, the twins empty their pockets and reckon.
The family that has organised the party, paid the equipment, the chairs and the marquee and has given something to the musicians, but the real profit are the tips that during the concert reach the pockets of the orchestra-chief, they go from 500, 1000, 2000 Sefa to 5000 or 10000 in the case they deal with rich people or particular occasions.
¥¥  (real time)
I can well believe that African musicians are good! Immersed in music since cradle-time, parties everywhere and for any reason, if you’ve got a minimum of talent and some hint stolen here and there, you can become a musician… sure that getting an instrument is another kettle of fish, and at the same time there are many good musicians, I saw Alassane, the leading singer, keeping waiting hours for the end of the various family singers’ show.
Actually, singing is more diffused, it’s the only instrument God has given us for free.
This evening watching television I saw a clip with Tonia doing choruses for Baba Maal, seeing him close up, on the TV with headphones, in front of a million dollar mike, has quite an effect.
I become aware more and more that I’m in contact with a great musician, and I got him only for he’s handicapped…I must take care and do the things right.
I even met one of the best – according to Tonia – Huddu player in the world- . He’s got a fiery expression, fiftyish, with a contest-Huddu and I shouldn’t have made a good impression, I spoke to him almost as he was a paria and that should have annoyed him, he’s playing now in the bar next to home…he hasn’t invited me…
Hope to win back his trust, at least with the violin.
Certainly they can’t compare to our classical music, but they run rings around our pop.
The fact is that they are immersed in tradition, it’s their culture and they know it well under every aspect, everybody dances, everyone knows if a musician plays or fakes, everyone uses music and musicians to have a party.
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They go crazy for Cuban music, I saw plenty of video with Cuban musicians and plenty of Senegalese singers singing Cuban in Cuba.
¥¥  I went exchanging the last 50 ready Euro, from now on I depend upon the Bancomat, hope it’s the right number, I signed it on the first page of the diary… in less than a month I changed three Bancomat in Italy, mistaking the numbers, if it doesn’t work I’m flunked. I’ll have to go working…hope I can be a musician!!
The grass is always greener on the other side of the fence, maybe not in this case, anyway not bad. The bar next door is called Jambur and Tonia spends a lot of time sitting on the entering step.
Pumping music ‘til two, tonight Cuban night.
This afternoon I called Bana and Mariam and told them it was time to buy the long time wished Matelas (Bana slept three nights on the ground to let me sleep next to Tonia…And he did not tell me anything ‘til I found it by myself).

¥¥  Today is another day
I’m getting deeply acquainted with the family
Tonia against Bala toujour, Nenè minds her own business, she’s got a good job, two mobiles, 150 Euro dresses and, no one is to know, a lover to whom she rented a room in the courtyard
Bana Tonia’s wife, or one of them, has been introduced by Mariam and probably bought by Tonia …don’t know if I got well the mechanism, anyway something like that
Mariam has got a petita pupina of some months called Ali Mata, she only says “Uh?” and she’s a wonder
I’ll soon get her a present
Mariam plays along with Bana and they powwow continuously
Bana has always a sullen look and straight hair, 220 style, I recognise her voice from miles… anyway she cooks well
She’s always there moaning, this morning to wash Tonia has kicked up a hour-long row
A volley of Pular
Until maman too, the super-grannie, got angry with Tonia
Maman is eightish, I ask Tonia he simply says she’s very old
She spends the day in “the garden” she does some housework, prays, plays solitary with stones, and does a wonderful small market with nuts “oranges” and cobbles with which she does the solitary.
She looks after the four rams and helps with the kitchen
Then there is another Nenè that is less than 20, goes to school and work as a nurse, there are two years to end the college
She’s fiancée yet, almost bride, her favourite commonplace is “hard work living – fear of dying”
Then there’s Abi, she’s 13 she’s very nice and I always try to give her a little job to give her a tip.
¥¥ Today, Tuesday, I rented an equipment to start rehearsing, the mixer waged war and even more, it’s enormous and it’s broken up
Mixer 16 tracks plus big speakers plus another tweeter and amplifiers with big handles. It’s disgusting, it collapses continuously
It costs 5000 a day, but I managed to buy it for 3000 and tomorrow I’ll give it back…
We’ve set two pieces. The appointment with the other musicians was yesterday at 6 but nobody came, Hassan arrived today at 6 and if I could say that, pale, …He says that Sunday they were at home, sick, he was feverish and his twin ahs fallen and got injuried at the left wrist, now it’s swollen …(Saturday they massaged me the elbow)
I gave him an aspirin I took from Italy and I gave him the two remaining in the blister, the appointment has been delayed to tomorrow at 10.
¥¥ Another ex musician has come to meet us, today he works in an organisation that has to do with concerts
He says he’s got contacts all around Africa and Europe, even in America
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Tonia is really known and many people loves him. I tried to understand asking Tonia to explain me how they can do all these messed up pieces, they all got dazzling rhythms and I can see how they get off in studio.
Sure they use the metronome but how? It’s another kettle of fish
The secret is, if they have to record Mbalà, a very fast genre, they build up a metronome that signs Mbalà and not only a simple tic-toc.
So every piece has his metronome and all the orchestra can record on computer.
I always recorded with simple click and with folk music it’s difficult due to the complicated groove it’s made of. I’ll go verify how we can put together this blessed metronome.
¥¥ The famous Matela 12000 Sefa plus 3000 to Bana to cook for everybody tomorrow.
I sent many messages to Giuli asking info to help Tonia through various associations.
We’re getting in, hope for good.
Tracked motocarrozzino? The only one for Dakar…There are no roads, it’s only uneven passages with flotsam. Continuous holes and slopes, it would be nice a “aracno-coach ”, but it hasn’t been invented yet.
Midnight we have prayers on TV …very musical, they mingle with the music of the bar… Mbalà evening today I received some presents: Nenè took me a big cookie for breakfast and I tried the Bissap, a red flower used for making tea, very tasty to sweeten as you like…Africans use many spices and Nenè has made my Bissap undrinkable, I had to water it down a lot.
Good thing prayers on TV …They are long songs songs, so inspired and brilliatly executed, accompained by nature images: fishes in the ocean, killer whales playing with devil fishes, flocks of flamingos, butterflies flying about, it feels like a great communion with creation.
…at my home at midnight there are stripp teases, besides spoiled by telephone numbers overprinted…quite different.
Tonia was openly happy, the only sight of an equipment in the living room has made him smile, we’ve had a smoke and then started working.
It couldn’t be better for two musicians… He tells me that during the nineties tours he has signed a contract and was dued between medications for musicians including a daily doses…he played in Brooklinne, all around Eurpoe and Jamaica he met with Bob Marley and with James Brown in the U.S. now he’s 59 and out of money.
I wonder what kind of party he went to. He made two president of the republic dance.
I’ve got hair like Bana’s.
I go to sleep
¥¥ Started rehearsing, great!
The twins, almost recovered, one has the left wrist still swollen, the other is sound, they wear the shirts I gave them yesterday, thanks to Elias, he gave me good material…Now Tonia is sponsored: baseball hat and Sanremo casino shirt, so they have done their part too.
Playing Huddu there’s Baru, he’s got a competitive instrument, he says he’s Amadou teacher. Amadou was already good.
We play a couple of pieces, we loosen up. Baru takes off the glasses he has been showing off til now and …he’s quite convinced but not at ease …We begin taking about money. It seems normal to me, Barou wants 20000 Sefa for 5 hours he’s a professionist and doesn’t come to terms. The twins too have a claim on something, they’re professionists and got family but with them it would be easier.
They tell me that the family wants at least 7000 Sefa a day…At the moment I got 10000 in my pocket 
I take the Bancomat and gaze intensely at it 
I take the number I wrote on the diary and gaze it intensely
If it doesn’t work, will there be my skin as a trophy in Tonia’s living room?
I go with Hassan, a nice walk to the bank.
Bancomat booth
Introduce the card
I type in the number in code
I draw 50000.
Pheeew!
I get back home and we “close” in Tonia’s room: I, him and Hassan talkig about the situation, I place 130000 Sefa at disposal, they have to last.
It’s about 200 Euro, I tell him I went to Africa, but I’ve got no money, I have a little more than 600 Euro to live down the month and raise the music.
I can add a few 50 Euro, but I’m tight
We talk money for 2 hours approximately, we reach an agreement and I propose 10000 each
Even Baru agrees… at first I proposed him  to come for just an hour for 5000, but he hasn’t accepted and so what shall we do now?
¥¥ At five I declare the rehearsing ended, I feel a good director, three good pieces came out well and, in one day, never met them before, it’s really good.
Tired and happy I explain him my method: we look for a groove where everyone feels at one's ease, I make the Huddu parts and accompany, some solos, some jams, Tonia singing, tamed percussions that respect the volume of the voice and other instruments, a pair of blindfold looks, no, well given and gone, the game is done, we can record live with two mikes
It’s the live dimension that interests me, it’s been years I try to make music not framed by metronome.
The metronome is a fool, he hasn’t got eyes or ears not his business round his head
It only goes tic-tac-tic-tac.
We’re human beings musicians and professionals, surely we can go sometimes out of time, but we can even go beyond time, hear and go with things that a metronome can’t make out… This is my favourite method: raw pure nature
Surely we have to get ready, to make a “buono alla prima” we need to be sharp
I record a lot, listen again and make order , prepare fixed parts
Mr. Huddu plays the music he’s been listening all his life, the twins drum on professionally, Tonia floats/flaps on the notes giving ideas and suggestions above all, Baru is astonished piece by piece, the neighbours come to listen.
The local pusher smoke weed with us.
¥¥ Jambur the bartender offers himself to sponsor the record…They’re all convinced
For Tonia and for me playing pular, and because they’re all tripping…at 5.30 we take usual Mercedes driver going meet Babalik or Mbamalik or similar (N.d.r. Mussa Gay or Mussa Bay)
He’s got a recording studio, well dressed, two mobiles, one palmated? He’s been a long time in Finland, saying he’s going to do the missionary…Yes, cause he says that Finlanders lack of joy de vivre, he rescued many people from drug problems teaching them sabar percussions. He played Sibelius and Mozart with classical orchestra and arrangement with thirty percussions…He surely made some money…as usual he seems to know more than me
He speaks and speaks badly, he goes pride and sometimes falls, but he’s righteous and wants to help. 
He even offers his studio for free
Said that, I show “my” camera that I kept well hidden ‘til the decisive sentence and I photograph him shaking hands with Tonia, we speak long…very long
He make us see the rehearsing room…Africa, plus a keyboard DX7 Yamaha and good amplifiers. From a African style closet he draws out a digital 4 tracks…a plaything for least 500 Euros
Bon
Tonia went to sleep early, he’s got a head spinning
He tells me that he likes it and we agree on everything. Yeah!
¥¥ Today I played plenty
The elbow won’t leave me alone… it could be the power of twins or weather or good working we’re doing
Anyway it feels better
We’ll see
Tomorrow appointment at 11
Tonia went to bed without eating and smoking, probably smoking and fasting makes him shit melted? It happens to many people…
Given 3000 for equipment and the guy pretend nothing happened and didn’t come to retire it, he play smart, we’ll see tomorrow. .
¥¥
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I brush my teeth every three day, shit not much but stiff
Will the traveller’s diarrhoea seize me?
I ate salad two times, can’t say no to a ready dish
I told Bana it would be better not to eat it, I tried with meaningful attitude
But it looks like she won’t understand
Maybe she wants me to have diarrhoea…
Her living room has become our rehearsing studio
Night…
In two days' time I’ve been able to exterminate, I guess, the whole mouse family residing Tonia’s room.
I saw the first one yesterday evening , while Tonia was drowsing, and I was sitting on the foot of the bed, absorbed, the mouse gets out, quiet, crackbrained with a mound of sugar that slipped from my hands in the afternoon.
I keep still, there’s Tonia’s slipper on the floor, next to the sugar
Slowly I move my arm snake-like, very slowly without stopping, I get a little worried
The mouse get suspicious…and makes two steps back. 
I keep still
The mouse is bursting for sugar, doubtful, I’m quiet.
Tonia turns, looks at me bewildered and turns again, I keep still, the mouse flee
I get to the slipper 
I keep still, the mouse gets out slowly, it’s microscopic, it’s swift
It gets to the sugar
Giamm!
Matado
The second had imprisoned itself in a tank full of pants
I heard it overnight, rumbling for hours, ‘til I make out it kept staying in the same place chewing the edge of the tank to get out.
I left a stone on it, and in the morning I took it to the family
I found the third getting down from the foot of the bed and going behind the pillow
A sharp kick to the pillow and a slipper stroke
The fourth was found dead  next to my shoes
Bana is embittered (it’s her fault if the mouse family got on well in Tonia’s room)

¥¥ Hassan had a showdown with Aziz and Mussabay he took a big Peavey with three plug-ins for free (3000 back, the equipment gone)
Rehearsing starts on time, but standing in front of our first sponsor we get a little ashamed and we aren’t able to play anything decent
At last I made him listen the recordings on Walkman and went away happily
I ate well. Tonia wanted liver for breakfast, this evening I saw him well, more lively and relaxed and with a better complexion
Rehearsing’s gone well, we added three pieces at least and sketched other ones.
Work goes well
This morning I drawed 100000 Sefa, in a sweat
It’s all good until you’re in the Bancomat-cage. - …But when you get out Pikine (Dakar’s quarter) makes a burden of what is in your pocket.
Anyway all good, I’ve excided my expectations of 100 Euro at least, but now the wheel is turning and I plan to spend them in 4 or 5 five days
Tomorrow I and Tonia  and Hassan go playing
Actually we go visiting Tonia’s other family
But no one has to know it
We go playing and sleep out of home
Nené has offered me her luxury room, she’s away ‘til Tuesday
Squandering
Floor, stereo, fan, tapes, all tidy and neat…cool
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¥¥ This evening Tonia’s been telling me I’m crazy…He’s not the first to telling this, I’ve been looking for a sponsor, I sent a message to Alex of Mosca Bianca, to Francesco of Solentiname and to Napo and Titti of Cave
Those nightclubs host live groups not minding the genre, it just has to be good and well played…
For now deathlike silence, they may be trying to digest…
Even Giuli, she’s going on, but the story of the sidecar, I don’t like it…It’s the first thing Tonia asked me, actually, why not?…
But today he’s been telling me it’s 7-8000 Euro
If we gave him them by instalments he fixes home and gets by for some years. Besides there are no streets in Pikine, surely the cars go by, but it’s full of holes. Sand and a lot of stones.
So I tell him: Tonia, what do you do with a fucking sidecar if you got no electricity at home? You sell it at once? You go around with nothing in your pocket? Wouldn’t it be better, having a fixed sum in months?
So you can pay all the cabs you want, feet massages and all the rest, the floor, the ceiling and even a holiday in Casa Manca
¥¥                                     I’m in Nenè’s room
I got it burnt
The bar pumps music madly, at least ‘til two…
Perfect for my biorhythm and in the morning I wake up exactly as I was at home plus the time zone.
But it’s a bad habit
We could give a good arrangement to the house…I imagined Tonia in ‘the garden’ and, why not? A garden…
Tonia in the garden with a deckchair provided with tent with a mosquito net, listening to the bar music
A good option to the television
We’re watching TV, much disturbed, with an american telefilm full of shootings…I’m dead, the film is dull, the dialogues in French and Cuban (Tonia says) I say I don’t understand a thing, everyone laughs, Tonia says he just listen to the bare soundtrack
Bana and Mariam don’t catch neither French, Nenè 2 toys with the baby girl and chew nervously the gum
The piece I recorded with Hamadou and I at the guitar sounds jungle to me it could be an occasion to make a surprise to the D.J.
Tùum ciaaa tum  ciàa tùum ciàa tum cià tu – tùum etc.
Tonia agrees he’s looking for a melody and most of all the words, the most difficult thing
Tomorrow we go meeting the other family, I shall give a present in my own hand, 10000 Sefa further on the usual mantainment, OK.
It seems that the music in the bar is telling tubab, tubab, tubab (pelle bianca, pelle bianca, pelle bianca) last evening I recorded a tune in the garden, stole it at the bar, today I asked Tonia what genre is, music from Guinea and, obviously, it’s one of his friends
When he got the news he cried for his friend (Tonia) and helped him with money
For a long time Tonia wasn’t able to do anything with both arms and legs then little by little he retook the use of right leg and of the anyway mangled left hand
¥¥
This morning the appointment was at 11 a.m.
I woke up at 11 a.m.
And Hassan was already there, what a shame!
And to think that I catch sleep only at five a.m.
Troubled night, in a super luxury room but disorganized and with hormones in fight
Yes, the glances with Nenè2 upset me and the fact of having a room of my own gives me the hallucinations
I think she should have come and meet me at 100%
Every mouse made me junp up
She didn’t came
Nor I
Dressing up and having breakfast I received the visit of two elegant managers, almost awake I lost coordination and didn’t say a word, even better I poured coffee 
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on my trousers .
I went away and dressed up my Sunday best and after a more stylish re-entry I introduced myself and made my intentions
Hassan is in a hurry, anyway I can make them listen some recordings, meanwhile I pack my bags, think about money and in all that mess I miss the fundamentals
Totally messed up
So it’s 10000 for Tonia that goes to meet his other wife that she doesn’t see the time from who knows when plus 2000 for fags
Taxi 5000.
It’s 5000 between Nenè and family and 10000 to the twins for hospitality, and less than bad I got 5000 more.
Result, at 7 I finished the money that should be enough, according to the Ligurian wage scales, for three, I said three days…(three days)
Anyway I should have had a lack of balance..
I didn’t take with me: spare batteries for the Walkman, the towel, the microphone cable and what else…the battery charger
The twins get belittled, I gave them not much
And slowly I become aware of the range of my mistake
So…
¥¥ In the family’s opinion we are away on business for three days, but Tonia is having his time in tent city with his second wife
I’m at twin’s home and I will hardly manage to pass at Tonia’s home to get back the money. I’ve neither got the Bancomat with me
If I came back home who knows the piramyd of balls would come out
I gave everything to the twins and asked them only three packets of tobacco, a bottle of water and some weed
I don’t want to go and play with them 
I got the arrangement work to be done
I’m under the mosquito net, I’ve got a nice room with an eternit roof, nice bed, and after some hours argumenting with the 120 children rightly  curious, I even get some calm, I’m at twin’s home 
I start at seven, I try hard to concentrate, and I almost make it. The children try some approaches, and for what I can I consider them without giving up
I listened again to the original pizzica of Stifani (the only tape I brought from Italy) I wrote again it discovering new things
I arranged it and compared it to the recording of the other day
I made up the scheme of the improvisation and I thought of a new order mixing the original with the improvisation…we’ll see
Plus one piece from the Dakar 2 tape with almost every of my improvisations and other two pieces near to be completed
About 1 o’clock I open one almost impossible, in one hour time I manage to write down a minute
But it’s the fundamental minute
It contains the keys of the game and once understood how to start the engine, you’re riding on horseback…(or driving the car) (never been on horseback.. !)
Now it’s 2 o’clock I forced myself to put down the hearphones and write some diary
It’s an enjoyment knowing that the pieces will work in a week, it’s an enjoymentknowing that at last I’m playing with musicians better than me 
I don’t know why but I git the impression that it’s like that
Perhaps I seem to have heard and chewed so much of music, but lived maybe a few and most of all confused
Anyway, I never managed to make head or tail of it if I didn’t rush around the last ten years to section the Mediterranean folk
Well all I was searching musically is what I found here
I just have to work at the maximum and keep in mind that my tender Toubab skin won’t last long in their living room
Too delicate
¥¥ Tonia’s wife lives in a tent city since two years
They’re flood victims
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Hassan, although staying home at two or three kilometers distance, has heard of it just once on TV and it’s the first time he sees her. Strange how the authorities know how to hide this reality…
Despite the chair full of beetles, all well, the tent city is comfortable, but everyone looks at me like a mistress…anyway, but the beetles on the arm of the chair…in my shoes…
Tomorrow I hope to find a solution for Tonia’s house, if not it’s really hard
Stupid…
¥¥ Worked out
Coming back at Tonia’s home would be a serious mistake, it would be a mess
The twins support me ’til Monday
The children ask me nothing more and are nice as usual and food is better than yesterday…
Surely the twins have explained the situation to their wives
At two we go to the first concert
I’m without microphone, like a knick-knack, I sit on the wall playing for me and for the children I got down to the violin
Mussa at the voicesings a genre Mandingo, then there’s newly Issa at “guitar”
Today’s got both two chords wavy, three normal and it lack of the E-string
Moreover he/she wants to tune it up of an upper fourth (E-bass to A)
I try but I tell him/her that some precious string may break up
Speng…second wavy string gone
No problem, he/she looks down on the ground and find all the necessary to hook again the old string
Speng…once again
Then he/she takes it and places it , I just tune it up once again
Then there’s Gnaw at the Huddu, pedantic pissed off and there’s a piece of him that makes me nad it goes ------- it’s the only fragment I remember but the groove is incredible
Alassane dances and accompaniment Djembé .
Mah…I catch only a few of the pieces, the average is one in three anbd despite some I start recognising, with the others I need a bit to get in
The problem is in the bow…
When I feel I catched them the bow gets an in-de-ci-fra-bi-le movement
All by itself
And sounds right…mah…
¥¥ Second concert OK
Nice family…there’s even who makes theatre
What a three world holiday!! The usual musician’s mount and dismount. We play mostly Friday, Saturday and Sunday, I feel like entered in the routine
I’m in pieces…fortunately there’s the mosquito net.

Up at 11, Sunday breakfast
We’re all tired, Hassan after breakfast come to sleep in my room and after a while his son Modu gets to bed with him and snores.
Huge laundry, there are clothes hung in the street
A blaze of women at work, there are at last five girls of marriageable age one better than the other
Hassan joking says I can take one of them in Italy and Fatu laughs, it’s the first time I photograph, but now I do the report to all the family
Even the little girls are beautiful, after some lughs, I explain them my theory, if I take with me one of them, I fall in melancholy and with me and my wage, she would have an African life without africa, so I take all the family or none
Husseinu’ wife, she goes peacefully with naked breast and after a while also Hassan’s wife presents herself doing her housework so
Probably she saw I was lightly embarassed with the other and wanted to let me see that for them it’s normal
But daughters don’t do it…
The better
And right on Sunday Hassan introduces himself with a bottle of coke and one of orange squash and everyone party
I even get a glass of a blend of orange and milk
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Good…
“In Africa everything is good”
I didn’t spend a dime but I took out the camera and the mobile
One of the daughters has shown off hers and I couldn’t make a too much poor figure, I’ve done enough yet
Anyway nice photographs, I propose to make an artistic report to the twins
Hassan has six sons and Husseinu five and they’ve got 45 years
Today the arm hurts so bad, it’s been months I didn’t play like yesterday
Tomorrow messages
All the batteries, mobile, camera and walkman and mine are flat
Rest
Today we really snore, I’m not accustomed and I don’t sleep but the twins did wake up at 11 then got back to sleep
Some work before lunch and then everyone back to sleep ‘til…And they aren’t got up yet…
Stay in bed isn’t bad little by little I feel the pressure fading, brain relax, and even the arm calms a little
¥¥ I haven’t been writing much…I didn’t have a moment for myself. It’s Friday. On Monday no rehearsing, during the weekend Baruwent playing out in Dakar and Today he stays sleeping, in the morning we went taking Tonia and everything went good
I met his other wife, despite old and blind, she’s a character, she made me a very good impression
Sher, our driver, is toujour cher…But he’s got the white Mercedes, and so…
Every day he breaks up a piece of his car, and still drives slowly, take care at everything, but always manage to get into trouble
He got puncture, he broke the left rearview and silted up so many times, he even got to Tonia’s nerves.
I settled the accounts with the twins, I gave them 20000 Sefa plus 5000 for the annoyance
I’ve been with them Friday evening, Saturday, Sunday and Monday morning.
We studied not much and at 10 went to sleep
¥¥ Tuesday rehearsing at 11, Baru comes with broken cable and lose a hour and a half to fix it
When he arrives it’s lunchtime and miss one hour more
At 2 p.m. we start, at 4 Baru must go – 10000 a head plus food…
I’m a bit more relaxed because Carlos, the owner of a nightclub near to Mondovì accepted to sponsor me, so far I sent messages to Solentiname, Cave, Mosca Bianca, Condorito (Carlos’), then at Corou de Berra (that turned me down flatly) (but at least they answered me) and to Valerio of Ethnosuoni with which I work  since eight years and it’s eight years he doesn’t trust in me, they won’t give me nothing ‘til final product…quiet…
So far the only help I received came from Senegalese and fortunately from Carlos that curiously is not of Italian origin…mah…
At evening we drop at Jambur bar – three beers and a dish of liver, all under control
One more thing: today I paid Tonia too and he bought himself perfume and a few other things…60000 gone
¥¥ Wednesday rehearsing, chez Moussa
Audio engineer, rehearsing studio, microphones and amps all at our disposal, for free
Everything works, clearly African style technology toujour
All the material has been repaired  two hundred times, they buzz, hiss and crackle but little by little everything goes well
Good rehearsal, finally a proper place to work
The pieces start turning well, but Baru always forgets how to start, often mistakes groove and speed, all my recordings turn to be useful
Every time we’re about to start a new piece I make him listen the originals Tonia and I chose at home
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the times and the groove we have taken for model, as a starting point on which set the song…
1 o’clock lunchtime alltogether and rehearsing till 4
OK 5000 to the technicians and same wage for everyone.
¥¥
It’s always Sher…Today he stayed with us all day long
He plonked himself behind the drumkit and listened all the gig
I hope he won’t make me pay for the time he spent with us!!
One curious thing is that if I ask Sher how much is it for, he would ask Tonia and Tonia would decide the value of Sher’s work and suggest, Sher discusses etc. etc…4500 Sefa
At evening I take two Flag beer hidden from the family, wrapped in paper from the window of my room
A well deserved cheer and nothing more, Tonia is happy and far from being tipsy, bien
I write music till 4 in the morning now I’ve got four 60’ tapes full of recordings
All overlooked and transcripted…big job, sometimes I remembered Barou the pieces, only by reading them on the scrapbook…a miracle!
¥¥ Tonia keeps on thinking I’m crazy but appreciates
We keep confronting and agree almost every time, sometimes we’re even telepaths
Well, it’s important
Tonight he told me that the work I’ve made on my scrapbook is a big thing and the way he told it has filled me with joy
I saw that making music and most of all creating it it’s not for everyone even the African, that musically work very well together, trying to fix an idea it’s a difficult thing…just as well in these last ten years experience even I have sharpened much my weapons and am well organised
Ndanc ndanc mué jappu ngollu cignai (wolof proverb)
Quiet quiet if you want to catch the monkey in the woods
But it’s useless to be quiet quiet if when you’ve got the monkey to hand you throw her a twig…
¥¥
Tonia is always overactive sometimes he astonish me
He doesn’t know well hoe to manage the phone, in 15 days hasn’t catch the know how
Anyway try and try again he makes me phone to many people, often mistaking number, or mistaking homonymous, every time he calls somebody, before understanding if it’s the right person, and after having greeted, the 1000 Sefa card is ended
And he looks at me with empty eyes!! But when will you stop saying hallo again and again before to make the point?
It’s a mobile matter?
Well…in three calls , he manage to get the number of the mythical Baba Maal
He’s beside himself with joy, wants me to recharge immediately the mobile and speak with him
Supper’s ready
Even if I told and told again Bana I want plain rice, I have in front of me a nice bowl of fire-red rice
But it’s not time to eat…First the card
Long round to change the 10000 Sefa and then the card. - …And then the idea…I’m gonna cheat A’bbana I buy myself 10 bananas and two packs of toasted nuts and have dinner with them
I give bananas to everybody even Bana, that belittled accepts, Tonia looks at me amused…He appreciates. He calls me in his room and gives me the telephone, surprise, Baba Maal? I don’t know what to say… boh…I’m a bit worked up…He is one of the senegalese music stars and he’s a world-known musician, I say hallo to him and pass the call to Tonia
Meeting at Tonia’s house tomorrow at six, he says he wanted to see Tonia and invites me at his home 
Wow…Everything fits, so far everything done has ended well and the wind blows our way, well
Transcribe and check the pieces at three a.m.
¥¥ Yesterday, Thursday breakfast, Sher, rehearsing studio…
Sher punctures, Tonia must make a bit of the road by foot
I agree with Tonia saying to Sher go and go your way till 4, but he will remain all day long with us…boh!
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There’s Mussegay rehearsing, it’s curious, I hear he’s bustling with microphones and various hissing, surely he’s recording the rehearsing from his cabinet
We begin with italian intruments, finally the twins start making out something
I explained twenty times the beginning of courenta (Provençal piece), even with the help of Tonia, but they’re thick as bricks
But when they got the groove they won’t ever let it down
Vive l’Afrique toujour
Barou has the usual troubles with groove, he thicken the pieces, he takes them fast or too slow, he’s unsure, but OK…
We play twenty times Lana before catching the right rhythm and in the middle of the piece they decide to make me a surprise
It’s the typical acceleration I listened many times in Moroccan music
It’s like driving a car, fourth gear, 60 km/h, you look at the landscape and the road, careful to the signals and now and then you get a bit distracted…You know how to drive and you know where you’re going
The surprise they made me, it’s like that: Tonia decides to change road, he sees a dirt uphill patch and steer bluntly Husseinu mette le ridotte, Hassan reduce the gear, third, second
Tonia drives, we clamber up the slope flat out, I cycle as I can but I work it out
I never managed to explain myself how the acceleration happens technically…and at the moment I don’t want to know it
I keep gripping thew wheel and treasure the hearings of Moroccan music.
Anyway I’m in good hands, the others know the road I just have to break the mechanism
The acceleration continues Husseinu keeps putting ridotte su ridotte and the motor revolutions are too fast
We’re near the finish line, if all goes well the landing will be powerful and safe
Punctual as a Swiss clock
Hassan pulls the handbrake last four seconds of pure power, blazing horsehair, voices intertwining voices, concentration melts
Tràcta tàc ta tàctu – tràcta tàc ta tacu – Trà
Hhargh: !! What a shock
I’m all ruffled, in a sweat and fuck, with the elbow cursing
But it’s a joy, a great emotion to be in the mechanism, it requires a great concentration and a lot of energy, in fact everyone stares at me…
OK…pause…
Nothing to compare to the music played and recorded at the computer, everyone following a stupid numerical device
It’s the same difference between driving a car in an amusement arcade and driving a real car…
Surely now that play station 3 went out…the games are getting interesting
Anyway…lunchtime – Housseinu asks me 5000 and I’ve got 2750 Sefa in my pocket, I give him all, he puts the rest; lunch.
Long speech with Moussegay, he wants us to play on TV, I make him a photograph
He’s busy with his super handy Captain Kirk Style
Some more music
Rehearsing ended, go in peace
I spend a hour and a half amusing Mussegay with my electronic gadget
He’s totally nutty, I make him record 4 or 5 loops I sample all the battery and then pass the mike to Tonia that starts reckless improvisation
Mussegay is drugged-like…he asks me how much is the “trinchetto”…300 Euro…expansive even for him…
¥¥ Sher!
Take us to El Hadji Baba Maal!
Much road, we’re driving to the high quarters of the palaces on the shore, Joff
Baba Maal palace, naturally with men at work
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We’re received the mythical Jean, the manager
He says that I spoke with him yesterday on the phone, I look at Tonia with a glance mixed with dread – pissed off…I thought I spoke with Baba…well, so much the better
Jean has a white complexion, surely with negroid features
He could be a Mauritanian, but his true name is Giovanni and his surname…NEGRI
His father is from Fossano…
Strange stories
I let the violin on the car (tactic)
In the lounge there are two people a very elegant flunkey and a nice boy with fiery and distant look: Baba Maal…They’re all celebrating Tonia and speak some, btu I can’t make out a fucking word.
We introduce ourselves I tell him I’m a musician and I’m doing a good job for Tonia First thing he asks me how long I’ve been a musician,
25 years…
Ah! Venticinque anni!
I made the music academy, and dedicated the last ten years studying traditional music
He asks me what I want to do with the CD
Well, once recorded I make two copies, one for Italy and the other to leave here
But the true question was: why do you want to record this CD? I think a little
Well the first essencial thing, is helping Tonia, the second is making good music
The conversation is very slow he often mind his business, telephones and comes and goes as he pleases
He even takes a shower before ending the speech (and we wait in the living room under his gigantography) after coming back he launch into discussions with Tonia, he says he doesn’t know how to thank me, he will give us his technician Carlos and his studio for three or four days, shake hands and refuse to listen a thing of our recorded material, he waits for us in the studio
He gives Tonia 25000 Sefa and greets us
He too wanted to help Tonia and has taken the chance immediately (even because when Tonia meet the accident he was playing on stage with Baba Maal)
Everything fits, fats, grows…
Head over heels we set out for home with Sher
Bintou, Tonia’s daughter, has been with us silently sat on the edge of the chair all the time
She gets off the taxi and asks me the money, I give her 5000, she hasn’t done a thing yet…anyway you matter…
Even Tonia’s given her 5000, we decided she will be the choir girl with us the next days
¥¥ We’re at home
Tonia has prepared 10000 for Sher and tells me to give him 8000
Sher starts shaking his head, he wants 15000
We won’t hear of it, trop cher
Sher! 10000 is good
Meanwhile I let Tonia jumping like a ferret into the Jambour bar, we’re done for, he’s got still 10000 in his pocket.
Sher is out there waiting…very dark in the face
Tonia told me to peep up if he’s gone
Then gives me 3000 more
I go to Sher…out of question, he wants 15000
Tonia phones to Hassan, he’ll give the rest to Sher
We cant’ stand him…
¥¥ Well…First beer, it was time, Tonia gulps, I relax, even have a gig with a huddist passing there
The nice thing is that they all keep it behind the dress
They get near you and suddenly the Huddu comes out
Second beer and a dish of liver, the atmosphere is light, third beer, I can’t stop Tonia and I ask his friends to make him reason, but he won’t listen, on te contrary he gets pissed off.
I manage to take him out and he manages to order two beers to take away…
Tonia Tonia you’re tremendous and actually he drains the fourth and starts upsetting Bana and me too, a little
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I soothe him with the recordings of the rehearsals and after some grumbling he gets asleep
Today quiet Friday, I’ve been sleeping and I’ve been writing, Hassan came to see us and we acquainted him with the news
He agrees with everything but he wants to be the group manager… he wants to try…we’ll see
At lunch finally Bana has cooked plain rice with meat
I acquainted the family of the situation
Tonight bananas and nuts and I listen to the last tape
¥¥  Sunday
Yesterday rest
More or less…at morning I and Tonia listened the recordings in the afternoon with Tonia  and Bintou and one another (the one who was musician and now is a manager…great friend of Moussegay)
Barou comes to see us, he’s passing there and wants to hear Kile Kile (probably he doesn’t remember how it goes)
At evening Tonia wants 10000…it’s a certain time I don’t give him any money, OK but it’s a bit fishy, I don’t give him them immediately, I hum and haw a little and then I pass them him
Add that to make him stay well I went taking him a little beer
But this has just tickled him
I go in the living to watch TV, after some minutes I hear noises, (the fun is that being five in the room, I’m the only one who heard them…)
I get up, draw the curtain and see Tonia at the window confabulating about with a chap, I stare at them badly
He was surely ordering something to drink
After I have to put up with him when he’s drunk and maybe I put up with Bana, eh no!
I stare at them badly again…finally Tonia gives up
Today Sunday at twins home with Tonia

Nice, the usual rejoicying of big and little she
Various parties, and Tonia insisted me to sleep here
Bon…
¥¥ Tomorrow general rehearsing…
I listened to the pieces two hundred times
The bad thing is that tomorrow new ideas will get out, but I have to keep quiet
Now everything is more or less in the right place
At least on paper
I don’t like much reading while playing, bu tI don’t know them well
There are a lot of bastard parts, taken here and there alltogether and organized them, but everything fits and fats, and now I want to see Barou how he will manage it tomorrow, he changed me the groove two hundred times, , he looks like me…
And given that I’m like that too, I organised myself and between walkman, sampler, and scrapbook, I cheated both two…the insecure
Note below and lower:
They didn’t give me neither the mosquito net nor the sheet.
¥¥ Monday general rehearsing
Good, many pieces go round well
Barou is straight as a fuse
He wants his bread he tells me it’s two days he suffers of bellyache…today is Monday, Satrday he came to meet us and didn’t have a bellyache, he says that tomorrow he will go to the hospital and implies that I owe him some money
But couldn’t he ask me directly?
At the end of the rehearsing came the exploit of Moussegay.
A mournful conference dealing with the fact that to make music  you must make sacrifices, that he paid to rehearsing and he prefers 100 Sefa a day for 50 years, that a million now and that he respected music and then was paid for …in short, a half a hour peroration we all appreciate, but useless to move Barou from his position…I go back him and
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Give him 2000…not enough…we speak a little, then I come back and speak for half a hour with the twins…everyone’s waiting
Indeed 
I withdraw 10000, I look for change, make the round of three or four boutiques and buy myself three packs of Ghete Jeff toasted nuts too good, then double the figure for Barou: 4000 OK see you tomorrow…Even if I can’t see how can he can come and rehearsing and then go to the hospital, and if it was something serious!!?
I should be with him…
Being the producer I have responsibility towards the orchestra’ health
Tomorrow I’ll take him to the hospital, I want to see what he says…musically he …My arm is weary and my head doesn’t help me
If I had studied from the beginning the parts on violin instead of sit at the table and tirare giù like an intelectual I would be in a better position to answer to Barou
I would have played ‘quits’ the pieces with right speed and with a groove that interests me
Tomorrow I’ll dig him a little
I put him forth some reflections…he has to collaborate 100% why he picks quarrel with me? Why don’t we think about music? And the rest apart? Etc. etc…
I’d prefer to think a bit more and be a little less tired.
Tomorrow re-rehearsing, I need to study by myself. 
Tired…a little pissed off…
Mice in the room


Well I was making out some reflections, when Hassan came up and made me come inside with Barou
If I have to say something to Boarou, I have to tell it to everybody
If I give money to Barou I must give money to everybody
We weren’t talking bout money
Well it’s the same
No problem, I can tell everybody what I was about to say to Barou
Only to respect the work I made so far and also that I see his position because musically he’s more in trouble than me, because I’ve got my little recorder and he must know the rehearsing by heart. But if I say one thing artistically speaking, he must respect it because he may be a master in African music but I’m a master in European music. With Tonia I’m the artistic producer
¥¥ Good rehearsing…I didn’t even record it, by now the pieces spin at 90%
Now even Malal and Bintou come to make chorus, I should give them something to them
It only remains the main thing to do
Phone to Jean and Baba Maal and know tomorrow’s schedule
But at the moment telephones are switched off

We phoned and phoned again
Mister Giovanni Negri, alias Jean, must say the prayer
After half a hour mister Jean says to call again
At which Tonia shits his head and I follow him straight
¡He can’t treat us this way!
He gave us his word…He and Baba Maal
We shook hands, Baba has spoken with the technician yet
It’s not humanly possible he doesn’t keep his say, and still when someone acts this way there’s something behind
I study a little, with profit 
¥¥ Today it’s wednesday, a shitty day with ‘happy’ ending
Morning I launch myself to break the balls of Italy
I phoned two hundred times to Alex of Mosca Bianca and Maurizio of Ethnosuoni and they haven’t answered me yet, I spoke with Simone of Paranza and, maybe being lost in thought,
he answered me
Maybe I managed to squeeze 400 Euros but I didn’t received confirmation yet
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This morning something happened very strange, one of those things I call “signs”
On the last recorded tape at the rehearsing, I wrote “Dakar 5 presque attrapé”
On every tape I write something to recognize it …Well this morning the writing was reduced to “dakar 5” and presque attrapé left off wiped out, I don’t know how nor by what, maybe a drop of water.
The fact it wiped out those two words, has worried me
It means I’m not near at all to trap the beast
I must be careful
Meanwhile a message from Simone has arrived, he’s got the van to pay and he can’t make investments, I feel a bit in the shit
Maurizio “not on your life” and the same for Alex…No more money from Italy
I tried and tried again even with Jean
The most resolute is Bintou, she says that I must phone to Jean, even better, take the car and drive straight to Baba Maal’s home, well she’s right…They owe us an explanation and if they aren’t available by phone we’ll go directly
OK
But if we go I want Hassan with us
Thank goodness I said that, cause Hassan, once advised, switched on the brain and popped up a very good idea, he phoned to Baba Maal’s “right-hand man”, the one Tala that was there when Baba told us we would have the studio
Tomorrow he ensured us a certain answer
We listen again and again the pieces, even shitting…
God willing us to go into the studio, it would be easier but it’s still a long way, I’ve got one week time and I don’t know how much money
Well, I’m spending everything, but I’ll be home with my good job done, anyway happy…let’s hope
¥¥  ¡Don’t get on my nerves!
Every time Tonia’s got money he spends it immediately
By nature firstly he gives it to the family, then gives tips to everyone and then become alcoholic, at least when I arrived the first day I found him with a bottle of Gin and it was a real bad day, but since then he limited himself to beers…three half-pints, four or two pints, over two pints he gets scatty
He gets angry and ready to pick a quarrel, nasty and mournful and drives Bana mad, although he, little by little, will pay for it
She’s always picking quarrel, mostly with television, Bana keeps it at a sometimes unbearable volume
Speaking about it, Tonia tells me he broke up five televisions
When he can’t put up for it he goes in the living room, calmly, takes the TV and keeping calm he throws it on the ground, and goodbye to TV for a month…Or so he did when he had money and the arms working
I studied much latest news are that finally Jean has said hallo and gave us Carlos’ phone number – he will prepare the studio for tomorrow near seven
¥¥ Today we made a ritual sacrifice, we gave for preent to each member of the family 500 Sefa, eight persons, 4000 Sefa to make everyone happy…
Also Nené has received her 500 and she stays at the game?? Saying “And nothing for me? I’ve got a marriage on Sunday and I need money to travel there”
This is the ritual sentence women use to ask money, I’ve heard it yet many times
There’s even full moon, it will raise the notes from the instruments and give us a little energy and fun
Tomorrow meeting at the crack of noon to eat together and get prepared for the recording night session
I heard Carlos the technician and explained him how many instruments how many voices and how we will record...Then it's’up to him, I think he’s a high class technician, for sure
It’s deep night, mousetime, I wouldn’t chase them anymore, they’re too much
Even if there are two cats plonked in the “garden” probably they ate out those three or four I got and they’re waiting there
Night
¥¥
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Waiting for Carlos.
I’m a bit nervous
I know everything will go well in the studio but the pression charged is so much, I have to pay anyway all the musicians, choir included
I withdrawed 200000 Sefa more, they should be sufficient
Then if I want to buy something for Italy I should withdraw something more, so I can leave something in Tonia’s pocket
I found out that tomorrow, in addition to the full moon, there’ll be a moon eclipse right over Senegal
I don’t know what people think about it in Africa…I heard that during an eclipse you must stay at home because bad spirits are free to get out of their hiding places
Well, we’ll be recording or who knows

Even without eclipse, bad spirits have some into action we entered into the studio and had technical problems as usual
DAT recording doesn’t work and after 1000 Sefa phonecalls, Carlos gives up searching for another one
Everyone’s charged for the studio and DAT doesn’t work
4 bottles of coke, 2 orange, fruit for everyone, 13 rolls, two there and back taxis, 5000 to the technician (bastard!) and 5000 to every musician plus 2000 to the choir plus today taxi and at last 2 1000 Sefa cards, cigarettes for everyone and what else…
My Ligurian hand is trembling, almost necrosing under the blows of this  crazy adventure
I never spent so much in my life, anyway I’m happy
I think the result will be excellent and something would come back in my pocket
Tomorrow Saturday, it’s impossible to record, Hassan’s got a gig, the meeting is adjourned to Sunday morning
Shame, I was charged up, now it’s one p.m. but I’m not sleepy at all
¥¥ I often think of how much work I can make in Italy in one month and how much I managed to make here
The other day I heard Fabri, my group’s guitarist, in one month the didn’t met one time
In three years we just recorded a live CD hardly decent
Here in one month we put together ten pieces and are about to record them
It means we NOT DETermined???? To make something good…for this reason I’m happy to have spent my money
I found good musicians, a good wave and my method of composing has satisfied me
If this round goes well, I can think of making another one, once got back my dinero
Who knows when and with who
Maybe in Tetuan, Marocco to my friend Arafat
Or maybe go for exploration and find another valid situation
I put to the test 25 years of study and investments to arrive in where I am and i almost consumed the elbow and the head (and the mother) but this month it’s the evidence I’m on the right road and that I can’t combine anything in Italy only because I lack of determination
Sure I didn’t make it ll by myself, Tonia urged me a hundred times and I always listened to him, we always corresponded, we’ve always been like two fabers, when one is tired, the other starts beating
Now that the sword is forged, we must conclude, it lacks the final blow a determined and decided samurai cutting blow, weighed and measured as only a master of sword can, without lingering and without thinking! Fran! One blow back the other
This is making serious music, ti makes you fly high, it clears the head …clear out!.
¥¥  Today nice walking with Bintou
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I wanted to give her something for the rush around, she’s the only that remaind active even without seeing money, it’s the character I need most of all in the case I have to send some money from Italy, I want her to  occupy of it
Tonia disagrees …he says there’s never been a thing like that
But he’s thinking about it
Anyway it goes, if there’ll be some money, I should tell it to all three, Tonia, Bintou and Hassan
I thought it that way: got back  the half of what I spent, the profit are 40 and 40 I and Tonia and 20 for the orchestra…boh!
I never thought it that way, I want to know what would that Martinotti say and how the CD will go and how much do I have to spend before  seeing it finished and wrapped with cover and SIAE stamp etc.etc...

Indian music sell like hot cakes
The power of Bolliwood…Or the power of indian music
Then there’s much of Cuba, strangely not much Brazil, then Guinea, Mali something half-breed from South-Africa
The only European I saw this month on TV was Sting and except for black Hip Hop, no Americans… a sigh of relief
I guess that the third world starts becoming independent and begins to establish contacts 
I saw the italian parliament on TV, Prodi has fallen, but I don’t know the prognosis, surely confidential…So what? Who’s left? We gambled away even the teddy bear…I really made a theraphy of music, anything but politics, TV switched on all the day and continuous and obliged hearings, there are always new pieces and videos, seldom I saw a video more than once.
At home the Video Music showning is short, every day the same pieces are in rotation
Here the consumption is wider
Sure to make videos, the major part get off cheaply with two brief scenes and some wobbling
Tonia glances at me…I see…I see, I’ll go take a couple of beers
¥¥  I’ve made it!!! We recorded 
But with many difficulties even today
Starting from this morning
The meeting was at 11
Phoned to Carlos he says that the chap who gives him the car has to wake up still, let’s wait
At 12 arrives Malal, the chorist
Try and phone
Start worrying
At 1 I go take Bintou that lives at a few steps from my friend’s home
Hassan arrives
Now we’re 5 to worry
At 4 we’re in the studio, at 5 Carlos arrives at 6 he notices that the amp doesn’t work at 7 he gives up fixing it and send the nut in mission
Clearly the troubles are their, this run I won’t fork out a dime
At 8 we start recording
Not bad, the pieces come out but we’re a bit straight, not so inspired and surely under stress, at the end of the session I’m not satisfied at all, we’ll do it tomorrow, we’re surely under our standards, we can and we must do it better
Ciaio, the first piece, has been cut and remade in the final part
Amore Amore, the piece sung in Pugliese, desn’t work, other pieces don’t work, Italian instruments thrown there…I don’t mind, it must be a work as I say
After all this rushing roud, these rehearsings, all the evenings and nights of study…
It’s just a mental matter being relaxed and never mind the recordings I thought hearing that we would record all night and at 11 they were all knackered…
In short, we can’t be content, tomorrow we’ll try again, the meeting is at 20 in studio
¥¥  Monday all day long waiting for 8 p.m.
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At six I pick up the violin and brush up two parts, the pieces get out of my ears but you never know, I take Ciaio OK I take Lana and while playing arrives Tonia and listen to me, he’s happy, he says it will be a good evening, he feels it
Bintou arrives
We put out the speech of sign and on who will help Tonia spending well the eventual money
Tonia doesn’t want Bintou to take care of him becaues he thinks too much of her mother that lives in the tent city, boh it’s natural, but Tonia has not only that daughter, but six or seven around , in which one not sure and two sons and Bintou in the last years has had her life and didn’t consider him much
Tonia is very upset he send out Bintou and rebukes me  for my silly idea “I’m not gone yet” and if you get dumb, who’ll take care of you? And he goes “I’m not gone yet” anyway, let’s think of music for the best, taxi!
We’re on late, Hassan phones they’re all in the studio, we arrive at ten to 9 Amps works, the mixer works, th erecorder works, the second little house of 15000 Sefa has been bought
We start recording, Ciaio OK Lana OK Amore Amore ‘na botta! Kile Kile a bit flabby, Reggae passable, two Italian instrumental OK Tara OK
Mamadubitike OK
At 11 we ended the round, and what a round!
It’s fun, there are a few adjustments to do, and go
I’m hyper happy, I hug everyone, before recording I paid everyone, 15000 to musicians; 7000 to choir; 2000 to the technician; 1000 to the taxi driver that has made tea for everyone and a sweater for Carlos that has got the Mercedes, but who cares, a gift is still a gift
Plus pckets of natural tobacco for the technician
Everyone at ease (Senegalesement speaking) all ended well, a good roach to celebrate it’s the right thing. Once home we don’t even look at the door, a good drink is the right thing
There are all friends and the atmosphere is pleasant, it’s one and there are few people left yet, first round of beers.
Dara the home huddist gets out the instrument and I too take out mine still hot for recordings and I make him listen a couple of pieces
Dara is yet a bit half-drunk and got nettled that he didn’t take part to the record
Tonia asks me to make him a gift; well I too want to make him a gift and I’ve got 5000 Sefa in my pocket, well, they’re good, I played well with Dara and anyway  he’s a master too and by this time we know each others
The way we recorded the pieces is differently arranged bu one or two are classics and everyone sings it, I catch the major part of the pieces and everyone are moved
Tonia with his 5000 Sefa in his pocket asks Dara if he wants something, ready to make him a gift, but strangely Dara is OK so
I’m moved, anyway it goes, I’ve done my best to give valour to our great and not well known job, to me music is sacred as for many musicians and who doesn’t know it well doesn’ tknow how precious it is, to give valour to our commitment and to our great and elevated inspirations, to the commitment of keeping alive the traditional music trying to make it work with precision remembering alwas that it’s a hundreds of years’ work and generations of musicians that transmitted their knowledge and their delight
At 5 they throw us out of the bar
Banaaaa!!! Open
We stay awake til 7, we’re both in a state and moved, we make a barrel of laughs a head
He’ll be the death of me…He says that’s not fair…that he worked his ass and didn’t gain a thing, I paid him with cigarettes and handkerchiefs
Tears run to my knees and not only for laughing
I need a great handkerchief and I blow my nose in the towel, great emotions, great handkerchiefs…
We’re so happy we don’t even look drunklike!!!
Alè…sleep…I hear yet the song of Marabou, it’s almost daytime, I wake up with  an acute headache round 11, Tonia will sleep almost all day long
¥¥  Near to 4 in the afternoon, I absorbed all the alcohol of last evening and the headache starts to decrease
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Coming back from a walk, I meet Tonia at the bar! How the hell he can go on drinking? But then he’s surely addicted, he just kept himself this month, because he had to do
It’s the third big Flag, I tell him he must keep in form for the night, no way, bu now he’s up
Anyway we won’t go to Baba, his manager phoned us, Baba isn’t home, there’s still the invitation to play at the Kepare to have an evening with friends.
Hassan comes, the better, sometimes I go controlling him, Tonia keeps speaking with someone different, he offers a round and find someone who considers him, ‘til the end of the beer, or he finds a friend that gives him one, or someone else who gives it back in short a way to be in a state he finds it, last shore, he starts singing
Hassan manage to take him home and reason a little…
He also says he doesn’t want to work with Tonia, he’s a serious person that minds to family and he doesn’t intend to mollicoddle him…well, in fact this way there’s no problem of putting up the bad even if Tonia would make one to take the repertoire around…
Well, we could make some gigs…we’ll see…mouses chase each other…’night
¥¥  Thank you Madonna del laghet!!
I’ve made it…almost
Tomorrow only
I’ve gone shopping
Half kilo of Mauritian tobacco, a bit strong, I’ll try to change it tomorrow morning 1700 Sefa, a soap cake from Gambia 500 Sefa; three kinds of incense, half a kilo butter of Karitè 2000; half kilo Bissap; half kilo of the fruit of Baobab (buy); 500 of Dank, a pair of sandals 2500; a lino dress 15000; gift for Alimata 2000; gift for Bana 1000; 30000 left to give to Tonia; 6000 for the taxi; 10000 for all the family 
I guess that all things considered I haven’t got money enough to pay the dress, 3000 lacking, I see how to get 1000 out from somewhere and add a T Shirt the last gift I received from Elias…and used for a month…everything comes…or so everything goes
It remains just the financial question of money from Italy
Now I’m at twins’ home…without mosquito tent
I’ve received a very convincing argument from Hassan, he wants the eventual money to be sent at his name, if I send them to Nenè she goes to keep them  for herself, he says that nothing will go to the other Tonia’s wife, the situation remains unmenageable
This morning at the marketplace with Nenè I heard the same speech
Tonia’s right, Nenè’s right, Hassan is right
The only thing to do is to advise everyone, Bintou included, of the arrival of the sum of the amount of the sum
Hassan instead has made me notice that for Tonia is better to keep the money apart without him knowing  anything, and he should receive them little by little, even this is true
Mice do the ‘free climbing’ and arrived at a certain point they let themselves fall on my mattress, it looks like having to do with children, do you think it the case?!
¥¥  I’m in Madrid…I’ve spent 2700 Sefa for a coffee with milk and a croissant, what to say…Everything’s normal, an African family lives a month with the price of a pair of shoes seen at the Duty Free…everything’s normal
Yesterday it was beautiful, I slept by the twins to say farewell to everyone for well
I went to change the tobacco
I guess it was arsh because now I got the mouth overcooked by smoking
I shared the last money and retired the dress
Bintou made me a great gift, a high class Bubou, painted by her, and I managed to save 2000 Sefa in change for a T Shirt
I’ve made a bit of theatre, as agreed with Tonia at the last moment, with all the familypresent I started the scene: “My father, on Sunday I must go to a wedding…and I’m out of money…Give me something…at least for the transport…I swear! I’m truly out of money”
Tonia looks at me “Money is in the first drawer, go and take what you want” 
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I take 1000 Sefa, the family looks at me in amazement…I rip an angle of the banknote and give back the money to Tonia, I open the case of the violin and slip the small piece of paper into the instrument, I’ve made it yet with small things
There’s yet a petal of rose of Amma, the Indian marabout
We avoid big tears for a shave (we took it out  the other night…the better)
That’s all…I fly home, I feel half in a dream and half in a film where I’ve been the director, the fact of being ofar from home helped me
I know I could do great things but I have to be in dire straits
¥¥ That’s not all
The adventure’s not ended yet
18 o’clock , Nizza airport there’s my mother and Sciacca, my favourite bass player that are waiting for me
I’ve got counted minutes I must run to Imperia to gig with Ruggero, singer guitarist,
Ruggero is one of the last true minstrels, around fifty, he has a good deep voice and knows hundreds of songs
He too is a maudit musician music is important to him and he survived to the 80’ies to cocaine and heroine
Now he’s got a broken liver but he keeps hard
He’s been saved by the farmer’s work he keeps doing from always
We arrived on late, the restaurant where we play is my friend’s, Belisario
He’s been my percussionist for three years I made him play almost hundred gigs, I taught him much, it’s me that six or seven years ago introduced him in the world of music
December his girl has made a great move and they opened a restaurant in a little city of the hinterland
A ultra chic place, we’re in front of a public a bit old, the media is 60’ies
We’re packed one each other in a corner, so close to the tables we’re almost trapped
We make a sound check and begin discretely
Volumes are non existent 
We’ve got the system but we could as well play in acoustic
On the contrary, Ruggero keeps well back from the mike and sings with half full voice, if he’d do it, even without amplification it would be too loud for the restaurant’s little space
Our philosophy is to play live without recorded bases
We don’t have a list, we adapt to the taste of the people that are in front of us according to the faces, according to the requests, according to the alcoholic gradation of the public…
We’ve got many repertoires, chic, young, folk, Napoletan, stranger…From De Andrè to Paolo Conte, from U2 to David Bowie, from Reginella Campagnola to Dicitenciello Vuie
The evening goes well, people in front of us look at us disbelieving, then more and more happy
Surely it’s not usual to see musician at work…and a violin then
¥¥ We end up at one o’clock
Belisario has passed from the rank of musician to the rank of restaurant owner and so, he made money problems
He wants to give me 50 Euro, but except for the friendship between us, I have a rule, never go under the 60…and he knows it well
It’s…but all my musician friends come to play for free
When I paid Martino, he gave me the money back
And after all we’ve opened yet
And after all in three months you’ve played three times yet
In short, for eight hours of ultra professional work he wants to give me 50 Euro and naturally the public won’t fork out, nor in dream
So you can count only on the owner’s money
I’m unyielding, I want my sixty
After a hour of words, he gives me the money and another round for Friday
I will look for a point of contact…let’s do 55
At 1:30 we leave and fast, I got an appointment with Sciacca
Tomorrow it’s his 40th birthday, plus the party fo rmy return from Africa and you can’t miss it
At 2 we’re at TRE ALBERI and even Sciacca has ended up playing
We leave, directly to Santa Giusta
I’m broken up, but the musician’s time zone plus the two hour time zone of Africa, help me…but I’m seized up, it’s two nights I don’t sleep
¥¥ The party starts early at 10 a.m. Alessandra is there passing plates to prepare eating
Sciacca and Ale are the most African couple I know
Country house, Primus, homemade bread, buns and pasta, wine from friends and local products
The party started we’re forty, I’m African dressed with Bintou’s Bubou and I prepare my little market
Sciacca is so happy he tastes all the things I took with me, enthusiast to meet new tastes even if poor
But it’s not so for everybody, many people have afraid even just to touch these strange fruits
I want to see them in Africa…
Barbecue lamb, chops, Sardinian wine, and local rossese, mixed with African energetic infusions, the party goes very well
There’s even a couple coming from India and show their photos, I can’t my camera’s not compatible with Fabri’s computer
As usual I don’t agree with technologies
Flamenco sonatas and new meetings. At 21 I’m literally braised
I manage to be taken home by my favourite gitano, Marcelo
¥¥ It’s not over, I have to keep hard ‘til Monday
I have a general rehearsing in France for a concert in Toulouse, with a very well french group the Corou of Berra
I manage to study one hour but it’s enough to remember me the pieces
I learned them by heart  before leaving for Senegal Some of them I play it since a year, but after the time passage in a journey like that, the brushing up is unavoidable
At 16 I’m in Berra
I’m charged up, I count a pair of stories of my journey and we start playing
The past month in Africa makes feel its presence, my rhythm is bettered, th epianist looks at me bewildered, my violin sound different, deeper, darker
I don’t make them listen a thing of the music recorded in Africa -  Surprise!!
¥¥ Now it’s really over, getting back I’m in car with Claudia, my “ex”, it’s me who helped her entering the Corou de Berra, and now she earns probably more than me 
We sing Amore Amore, musically she’s chasing me
Maybe she perceived something in me but i won’t give up
Domenica by Sciacca I met a singer from Bordighera, that plays ethno music
Her name’s Elisa, she studied in Genova and Bologna, specialising in Suditalian music, we speak for ten minutes then she flies away
I haven’t got her phone number…as usual when I see a nice and moreover musician woman, my brain reduces to a pudding and I can’t react 
She looks interested and I too…in every sense
Inshalla…
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